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DECREE LETTER OF MAJELIS ULAMA INDONESIA
Regarding
LIST OF APPROVED FOREIGN HALAL CERTIFICATION BODY
Number : D-934/MUI/X/2017

BOARD OF CHAIRMEN OF MAJELIS ULAMA INDONESIA

Considering :
a. Letter of Chief Executive of Asia Pacific Halal Council Co Ltd (APHC), date 4 September 2017
regarding to renewal of recognition for slaughtering and raw material to be Halal Certification Body
under MUI Halal standards.
b. Recommendation of LPPOM-MUI No.DN6/Dir/LPPOM MUI/VIII/2015 date 20 August 2015, that
Asia Pacific Halal Council Co Ltd (APHC) was already audited by LPPOM MUI on 11-12 August
2015. Audit reporting showed that APHC comply the requirements and criteria of MUI standards for
overseas Halal Certification Body of MUI.

In view of :
1. Decree of National Coordinating Meeting Between MUI and Related Department of Halal Product
dated 22-23 May 2003 concerning seven criteria and requirement of halal certification body.
2. Decree of Minister of Agriculture No.61/Permentan/OT.140/8/2007 article 13 paragraph 1 point.e and
f that makes a list of halal certification body recognised by LPPOM-MUI as a reference for import
permit of agriculture product.
3. Outcome of LPPOM-MUI’s evaluation regarding management and administration of overseas halal
certification bodies (OHCB) for halal compliance concerning Halal standard of MUI for halal
certification and halal assurance system (HAS) of LP POM-MUI.

DECIDE:

Stipulated : 1. Asia Pacific Halal Council Co Ltd (APHC), address: Flat/RM B 8/F Chong Ming Building 72
Cheung Sha Wan Road KL, Phone : +85258083041, email : aphccouncil.hk@gmail.com,
Contact Person: Uzatnah Jannah Ramli, Asia Pacific Halal Council Co Ltd (APHC) is
recognized as Halal Certifier for slaughtering and raw material category.
2. This decree shall be effective for 2 (two) years as of the date it is stipulated and shall be
distributed to related parts to know and to implement properly.

Stipulated : in Jakarta
Date : October 2, 2017

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF MAJELIS ULAMA INDONESIA;

Secretary General,

Chairman,

Dr. H. Anwar Abbas, M.M., M.Ag
Dr. Lukmanul Hakim, M,SI

Be Known By,
General Chairman of MUI

Prof. Dr. K.H. Ma’ruf Amin

CC :
1. Minister of Agriculture of The Republic of Indonesia, in Jakarta;
2. Minister of Religious Affair of The Republic of Indonesia, in Jakarta;
3. Director General of Livestock of Ministry of Agriculture of The Republic of Indonesia, in
Jakarta;
4. Director General of Islamic Affair of Ministry of The Republic of Indonesia, in jakarta;
5. The approved overseas halal certification body of foreign countries.